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RESPONSIBILITY 
CHARTING



‘Wait, I was 

supposed to 

be doing 

what?!?’



● Gain Understanding of Responsibility Charting

● Learn how/when to leverage in your OD work

● Practice

LEARNING OUTCOMES



DEFINITION

Responsibility Charting is a simple 
tool you can use to ensure everyone 
involved in your project is clear about 
roles and responsibilities. 



WHEN TO USE

Ensure Clear R&R

Clarify Confusion

Determine who needs what information 

Create Efficiencies/Address duplication

Unearth Issues/Opportunities within the team 



THE FOUNDATION | RACI



ONE EXAMPLE: RACI



ONE EXAMPLE: RACI
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APPLICATION
RACI Charting Activity



A big box retailer is in the midst of a shift in strategy.  One of the 

stores in this company is about to undergo a full renovation which will 

better align it to the strategy.  The scope of work will include de-

merchandising the products on the floor, demolition of the current 

fixtures, painting, laying new floor, building new fixtures and shelves, 

updating all store signage, setting up the merchandise again, and 

detailed cleaning throughout to prepare for the Grand Re-Opening. 

There will only be 30 days to complete the renovation as the store will 

close for reno and marketing has communicated to the public the 

date of the re-open.  Labor will be provided by the current store staff. 

Storage containers will be on site to house both merchandise and 

reno supplies.

SCENARIO



● Individual Reflection

REFLECTION



● Individual Reflection

● Discuss in Pairs

REFLECTION



● Individual Reflection

● Discuss in Pairs

● Insights 

REFLECTION



COMMON MISUNDERSTANDINGS

Viewed as non-agile | works only for simple tasks

Emphasizes accountability, not approval

Only a horizontal tool for vertical orgs

Treated as “Set it & Forget it” exercise

Too granular or high-level

Can be too inclusive



Variations of RACI with additional 
dimensions:

ADAPTATIONS



RASCI

Expanded RACI with S for Support 

i.e. an individual allocated to ‘Responsible’ who provides 
resources and assists

ADAPTATIONS



CAIRO (or RACIO)

“A” Changes from Accountable to Approve

Expanded RACI with O for Omitted 

i.e. individuals or groups specifically designated as not 
part of the task

ADAPTATIONS



● Tool to understand 
roles/responsibilities

● Initiate, clarify, align

● Make it work for 
you!

SUMMARY



THANK YOU! 



Our resource library with these and other resources can be accessed on our Padlet at 

https://padlet.com/anna_campbell4/raci_resources_MSOD616

● Bolman, Lee (2008). Reframing organizations: artistry, choice, and leadership. John Wiley & 

Sons. p. 112. 

● Dickstein, Dennis (2008). No Excuses: A Business Process Approach to Managing 

Operational Risk. John Wiley & Sons.

● Ramias, A., & Wilkins, C. (2012). Performance Improvement: Who Does What?-Role 

Responsibility Charting in Improvement Efforts. Retrieved September 2, 2018, from 

https://www.bptrends.com/performance-improvement-who-does-what-role-responsibility-

charting-in-improvement-efforts/

● Using the RASCI matrix to agree team roles and responsibilities. (2013, December 06). 

Retrieved September 2, 2018, from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLJbtZoDAUU.

● Create a RACI Chart. (2014, May 17). Retrieved August 31, 2018, from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6kHtzNqpXz8

● Sanker, G. (2014, August). What’s a RACI Chart and How Do I Use It? [blog]. Accessed from 

http://itsmtransition.com/2014/07/basic-raci-chart/
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